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A B S TRACT
Background: Predicting an accessory pathway location is extremely important in pediatric patients.
Aims: We designed a study to compare previously published algorithms by Arruda, Boersma,
and Chiang.
Methods: This multicenter study included patients who had undergone successful ablation of one
accessory pathway. Analysis of resting 12-lead electrocardiograms was carried out. An aggregated
prediction score was constructed on the basis of algorithm agreement, and a structured workflow
approach was proposed.
Results: The total population was 120 patients (mean age, 12.7 [± 3.6] years). The algorithm by
Boersma had the highest accuracy (71.7%). The inter-rater agreement among the 3 reference algorithms, according to left-sided accessory pathway (AP) identification, was good between Boersma
and Chiang (κ = 0.611; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.468–0.753) but moderate between Arruda
and Chiang and between Arruda and Boersma (κ = 0.566; 95% CI, 0.419–0.713 and κ = 0.582; 95%
CI, 0.438–0.727, respectively). Regarding locations at risk of atrioventricular (AV) block, agreement was fair between Arruda and Chiang and between Boersma and Chiang (κ = 0.358; 95% CI,
0.195–0.520 and κ = 0.307; 95% CI, 0.192–0.422, respectively) but moderate between Arruda and
Boersma (κ = 0.45; 95% CI, 0.304–0.597). On applying a first-step diagnostic evaluation, when
concordance was achieved, we were able to correctly identify left-sided or non-left-sided ablation
sites in 96.4% (n = 80) of cases. When concordance was achieved, correct prediction of risk/no risk
of AV block was achieved in 92.2% (n = 59) of cases.
Conclusions: An aggregated prediction score based on 3 reference algorithms proved able to predict
an accessory pathway location very precisely and could be used to plan safely invasive procedures.
Key words: pre-excitation, WPW, algorithm, pediatric, children

INTRODUCTION
Catheter ablation is now considered the treatment of choice for patients with Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. It is successful in more
than 95% of patients, has a relatively low complication rate, and obviates pharmacological

side effects [1]. Ablative procedures can be
distinguished in terms of their technical peculiarity according to the anatomical location
of accessory pathways (AP): the left free wall,
the right free wall, anteroseptal, mid-septal,
and postero-septal. European guidelines rec-
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W H AT ’ S

NE W ?

An aggregated prediction score based on three reference algorithms can predict an accessory pathway location at risk of
heart block or the need for left heart catheterization very precisely and could be used to safely plan invasive procedures in
pediatric patients.

ommend discussing the potential risks and benefits before
performing ablation of an anteroseptal or mid-septal AP,
especially the risk of complete heart block [1]. In addition,
left-sided AP ablation carries the inherent risk of left heart
catheterization, which is especially relevant in pediatric
patients [2, 3]. To achieve a good prediction of procedural
risks connected to the site of AP ablation, various methods
have been developed and are of seminal importance in
daily practice [4–11]. The algorithms developed are inherently limited by anatomical variability, intrinsic electrocardiogram (ECG) abnormalities, a degree of preexcitation
[12], and technical variability in ECG acquisition, especially
with regard to precordial leads, and no algorithm seems to
have high sensitivity and specificity for all AP locations [13].
While some “reference” algorithms (e.g. those proposed by
Arruda et al. [4], Chiang et al. [6] and d’Avila et al. [7]) have
displayed similar accuracy in predicting an AP location in
the pediatric population [13], the accuracy of seven published algorithms has proved lower than that reported in
predicting AP location in adults, especially in identifying
right mid-septal or right anteroseptal APs. Overall, the
most accurate algorithm reported is that by Boersma et
al. [14, 15] Therefore, in the absence of conclusive studies [16, 17], we designed a study to compare 3 different
algorithms (those by Arruda, Boersma, and Chiang — see
Supplementary material, Figures S1–3) and to evaluate how
an aggregated prediction score based on these algorithms
could be useful. This study aimed to assess and compare
their accuracy in predicting APs in a large, consecutive
multicenter pediatric population, and establish how they
could help to safely plan invasive procedures.

METHODS
Study design
This multicenter, observational, retrospective study was
based on the analysis of resting 12-lead ECGs in children
with a ventricular pre-excitation pattern. We screened every
consecutive patient referred for electrophysiological study
(EPS) who showed a pre-excitation pattern on baseline ECG
from January 2013 to June 2019. Patients were enrolled at
the ASST Papa Giovanni XXIII Hospital, Bergamo, Italy, and
the IRCCS San Raffaele Hospital, Milan, Italy. The study was
approved by the Institutional Committee for research of
both enrolling institutions. Patients who had undergone
successful ablation of one accessory pathway were included in the study. According to a single protocol implemented
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in both centers, 3 cardiologists experienced in the use of
electrocardiographic algorithms for the AP location in
children and blinded to the AP location analyzed all resting
12-lead ECGs by using each of the 3 previously published
algorithms selected for analysis. In case of discordance, the
decision was adjudicated by the majority. The accessory
pathway location was adjudicated by the same method
reviewing fluoroscopy and electro-anatomical maps. Inclusion criteria were age <18 years; structurally normal
heart as assessed by prior echocardiogram; at least one AP
documentation on invasive EPS; successful catheter ablation at one exact location. Available data were age, weight,
height, ECG-predicted location, and exact invasive location
of the pathway. As the algorithms by Boersma and Chiang
do not provide a specific prediction for pathways located
within the coronary sinus [5, 6], we excluded patients who
had undergone ablation at this site.

Comparison of the three algorithms and the
groups of locations
To show differences between predicted and actual locations of accessory pathways, we considered 13 anatomical regions around the mitral and tricuspid annuli as the
possible exact locations, as identified by EPS (Figure 1).
We then analyzed the possible locations predicted by
each algorithm, which could include one or more of the
13 regions identified. To highlight these differences, we
constructed a table (Table 1) indicating the relationship
between the predicted locations and the actual ablation
sites; the prediction was deemed correct if the pathway was
ablated at one site in the same row of Table 1. We also assessed predictions in 3 different regions around the valvular
annuli, given the different impact of APs in these regions
on the procedure and on risk: we grouped right anterior
(RA), right anteroseptal (RAS), and right mid-septal (RMS)
pathways, owing to the risk of damage to the His-Purkinje
system (at risk of atrioventricular [AV] block), left-sided
pathways, due to the need for a trans-septal/trans-aortic
approach, and right-sided APs.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics are reported as means (SD) for normally distributed continuous variables, or medians with 25th
to 75th percentiles in the case of skewed distribution. The
normality of distribution was tested through the non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Raw exact accuracy
of correct prediction of each algorithm was assessed as
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AP location

RA
RAS

RAL

LAL

RMS

RL
RPL

LL
LPS

RPS

LPL
LP

RP

N (%)

Left lateral (LL)

29 (24)

Right mid-septal (RMS)

18 (15)

Right postero-septal (RPS)

16 (13)

Right antero-septal (RAS)

15 (12)

Left postero-septal (LPS)

13 (11)

Left posterolateral (LPL)

7 (6)

Right lateral (RL)

6 (5)

Right anterolateral (RAL)

5 (4)

Right anterior (RA)

4 (3)

Left posterior (LP)

3 (3)

Left anterolateral (LAL)

2 (2)

Right posterior (RP)

2 (2)

Figure 1. Different sites of accessory pathways grouped according to the risk of atrioventricular block and left-side location. Frequency of
different accessory pathway locations according to the site of successful ablation
Abbreviations: AP, accessory pathway
Table 1. Table of matches
Successfull
ablation
site

Arruda [4]

Boersma [5]
Concordant
algorithm
site

Chiang [6]

Concordant
algorithm
site

Possible
algorithm
predictions

Possible
algorithm
predictions

Concordant
algorithm
site

Possible
algorithm
predictions

RA

RA

RA-RAL

AS

RL-AS or AS-PH-RL or RL-PH

RA

RAS-RA

RAS

AS

AS

AS

RL-AS or AS-PH-RL or RL-PH

RAS

RAS-RA

RMS

MS

MS

MS

RPS-MS

MS

MS

RPS

PSTA

PSTA or PSTA-PSMA

RPS/PS

PS or RPS-MS

RPS

RPS

RAL

RAL

RAL

RA-RAL

RL

RL-AS or RL-PH or AS-PH-RL

RAL

RL

RL

RL

RL

RL-AS or RL-PH or AS-PH-RL

RL

RL

RP

RP

RP-RPL

RPS

RPS-MS or PS

RP

RP-RPL
RP-RPL

RPL

RPL

RP-RPL

RL

RL-AS or RL-PH or AS-PH-RL

RPL

LPS

PSMA

PSTA-PSMA

LPS/PS

LPS

LPS

LPS

LAL

LAL

LL-LAL

LL

LL

LAL

LL-LAL

LL

LL

LL-LAL

LL

LL

LL

LL-LAL

LPL

LPL

LP-LPL

LL

LL

LPL

LP-LPL

LP

LP

LP-LPL

LPS/LL

LL or LPS

LP

LP-LPL

Abbreviations: AS, antero-septal; LAL, left antero-lateral; LL, left lateral; LP, left posterior; LPL, left postero-lateral; LPS, left postero-septal; MS, mid-septal; PH, para-hisian;
PSMA, postero-septal mitral annulus; PSTA, postero-septal tricuspid anulus; RA, right anterior; RAL, right antero-lateral; RAS, right antero-septal; RL, right lateral; RMS, right
mid-septal; RP, right posterior; RPL, right postero-lateral; RPS, right postero-septal

the percentage of cases correctly assigned to one of the
possible predicted locations by each algorithm. Corrected
accuracy was calculated by division of raw accuracy the
number of possible locations (13.8 and 13 respectively in
the Arruda, Boersma, and Chiang algorithms). Bayesian
probability (P[A|B]) considering the prediction of the algorithm attenuated by the “by chance” probability of the AP
to be in a locations group was also calculated (Table 3A, B).
To evaluate agreement among criteria, an inter-rater agreement statistic (κ) was used [18, 19]. κ is 1 when there is
perfect agreement between the classification algorithms;
κ is 0 when the agreement is no better than chance; when
grading concordance if 0.21 <κ <0.4, it is considered fair,
when 0.41 <κ <0.6, it is considered moderate; when 0.61 <κ
<0.8, it is considered good; when κ >0.81, it is considered
very good; κ is negative when the agreement is worse than
chance. An aggregated prediction score was constructed
on the basis of criteria agreement, and a structured work-

flow approach was proposed. A P-value <0.05 was considered significant for all tests. All statistical analyses were
performed using STATISTICA software, version 7.1 (StatSoft
Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).

RESULTS
Study population
From the screened population of 165 patients, 37 were
excluded because they did not undergo ablation, and
8 because the accessory pathway was ablated within the
cardiac venous system. The final population, therefore,
comprised 120 patients. Their mean age was 12.7 (3.6)
years, and their mean weight and height were 48.3 (17.1)
kg and 155.6 (19.3) cm, respectively. The distribution of AP
locations is shown in Figure 1. The most frequent location of
AP was left lateral (LL), followed by RMS; these two regions,
together with the right postero-septal (RPS) location, ac-
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Table 2. Overall raw accuracy and pre-test probability-corrected diagnostic accuracy of the three algorithms in predicting the exact location
of accessory pathways
Arruda [4]

Boersma [5]

13

8

13

Total accuracy

0.617

0.717

0.533

Accuracy per group

0.833

0.841

0.675

Accuracy left vs. right

0.933

0.833

0.85

Corrected accuracy per locations

8.0158

5.736

6.929

Number of locations

Chiang [6]

Table 3. A. Accuracy in locating high-septal, right- and left-sided accessory pathways. Since 31.03% of APs are located in the anterior, anteroseptal, or mid-septal part of the tricuspid annulus, the probability of a prediction by the algorithm of Arruda being in one of these regions is
64.31%. The same applies to the Boersma algorithm; when it locates the pathway in the high-septal region, the probability that the pathway
is located there is 49.31%. B. Accuracy in locating right- vs. left-sided accessory pathways
A
Group
High sept

Arruda [4]

Boersma [5]

Chiang [6]

P

TP

P (A|B)

TP

P (A|B)

TP

P (A|B)

31.3%

0.7297

64.31%

0.8918

49.31%

0.4324

72.17%

Right

22.4%

0.862

53.11%

0.862

33.98%

0.7241

45.27%

Left

46.3%

0.888

82.34%

0.7962

83.61%

0.8148

83.93%

B
Group

Arruda [4]

Boersma [5]

Chiang [6]

P

TP

P (A|B)

TP

P (A|B)

TP

P (A|B)

Right

53.7%

0.9696

91.4%

0.8636

83.8%

0.8787

85.3%

Left

46.3%

0.8888

95.9%

0.7962

82.5%

0.8148

84.5%

Abbreviations: P, pre-test probability; TP, true positives; P(A|B), Bayesian probability of ablation site of the pathway where it was predicted by the algorithm considering the
pre-test probability

counted for more than 50% of cases. Patients were treated
with radiofrequency or cryo-ablation according to operator
and center preference. No patient experienced a major
complication during or after the procedure.

Diagnostic accuracy according to reference
algorithms
Without any correction, the algorithm by Boersma et al.
proved the ablest to predict pathway locations that were
found to be concordant with the site of successful AP ablation (Table 2). The location of a pathway in each group
was correctly predicted in 83% of cases by the Arruda
algorithm, in 84% by the Boersma algorithm, and in 67%
by the Chiang algorithm. All 3 algorithms performed very
well in discriminating between left-sided and right-sided
AP locations. The highest accuracy was achieved by the
Arruda algorithm, which displayed 93% concordance between the predicted side and the actual side of ablation.
Table 3A reports the accuracy of the 3 algorithms in
predicting the location of left-sided APs vs. sites at risk for
AV block. Pre-test probability (P) was calculated on the
basis of the prevalence of accessory pathways in each of
3 groups of locations in our population. The algorithm by
Chiang et al. displayed the greatest predictive power: when
this algorithm predicted an AP location in one of these
regions, there was a 72.17% chance that the pathway was
located in that region. All 3 algorithms displayed a very high
predictive power in locating the AP on the left side: 82.35%,
83.61%, and 83.93% probability for Arruda, Boersma, and
Chiang, respectively.
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We also calculated the probability of an AP being on
the right or the left side (Table 3B), as predicted by each
algorithm. The highest probability was achieved by the
Arruda algorithm (91.4% when predicted on the right and
95.9% when predicted on the left). Similar values were
obtained by applying the Boersma and Chiang algorithms.

Agreement among the algorithms
Figure 2 reports the inter-rater agreement among the
3 reference algorithms according to the identification of
left-sided AP (Figure 2A) and the risk of AV block (Figure 2B).
With regard to left-sided AP identification, the strength of
agreement was good between the Boersma and Chiang
algorithms (κ = 0.611; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.468–
0.753), whereas it was moderate between Arruda and
Chiang algorithms as well as between Arruda and Boersma
algorithms (κ = 0.566, 95% CI, 0.419–0.713, and κ = 0.582;
95% CI, 0.438–0.727, respectively). Regarding sites at risk of
AV block, the agreement was fairly good between Arruda
and Chiang algorithms as well as between Boersma and
Chiang algorithms (κ = 0.358; 95% CI, 0.195–0.520 and
κ = 0.307; 95% CI, 0.192–0.422, respectively), whereas it
was moderate between Arruda and Boersma algorithms
(κ = 0.45; 95% CI, 0.304–0.597).

Diagnostic accuracy according to aggregated
prediction score
We applied a step-down approach based on the concordance of the 3 algorithms in identifying both left-sided
sites and sites at risk of AV block (Figure 3A, B). All 3 algo-
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Strength of agreement

Left-sided AP

Risk of AV block

0.81–1.00 very good
0.582

0.566

0.611

0.61–0.80 good

0.45
0.358

0.41–0.60 moderate

0.307

0.21–0.40 fair
<0.20 poor
Arruda vs.
Boersma

Arruda vs.
Chiang

Boersma
vs. Chiang

Arruda vs.
Boersma

Arruda vs.
Chiang

Boersma
vs. Chiang

Figure 2. Inter-rater agreement among the three reference algorithms according to the identification of left-sided accessory pathway and
the risk of atrioventricular block
Abbreviations: AV block, atrioventricular block; other — see Figure 1

rithms identified the site as left-sided in 38 (31.7%) cases;
2 algorithms identified it as left-sided in 13 (10.8%) cases;
1 algorithm identified it as left-sided in 24 (20.0%) cases,
and all algorithms identified the site as non-left-sided in
45 (37.5%) cases. Concordance (all algorithms reported
the same result) was found in 69.1% (n = 83) of cases. On
applying a first-step diagnostic evaluation when concordance was achieved, we were able to correctly identify
left-sided or non-left-sided sites in 96.4% (n = 80) of cases
(correctly identified as left-sided: 37/38 — 97.4%; correctly
identified as non-left-sided: 43/45 — 95.6%). Regarding
the evaluation of sites at risk of AV block, in 15% of cases
(n = 18), all the 3 algorithms identified the predicted site
as being at risk of AV block; in 22.5% of cases (n = 27), 2 algorithms identified it as being at risk of AV block; in 24.2%
(n = 29), 1 algorithm identified it as at risk of AV block, and
in 46 (38.3%) all algorithms identified the site as not being
at risk of AV block. Concordance was observed in 53.3%
(n = 64) of cases. On applying a first-step diagnostic evaluation when concordance was achieved, in 92.2% (n = 59)
of cases we were able to correctly identify sites at risk or
not at risk of AV block (correctly identified as being at risk
of AV block: 15/18 — 93.3%; correctly identified as not at
risk of AV block: 44/46 — 95.7%).

DISCUSSION
The 3 algorithms tested (those introduced by Arruda et al.
[4], Boersma et al. [5], and Chiang et al. [6]) showed several
differences and were constructed on relatively large populations of patients with ventricular pre-excitation. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy reported in the original studies ranged from 90% to 99%. However, the performance
of these algorithms is reported to be reduced in children
[14, 15]. In the present study, the overall accuracy of each
of the selected algorithms was found to be higher than

previously reported in children by Wren et al. [14]. Indeed,
the mean accuracy of these algorithms was reported to be
39% in previous studies [14], with the highest value being
achieved by the Boersma algorithm (reported accuracy of
48%). Our results are partly in line with these findings, but
the mean accuracy of the 3 algorithms in our population
was 62.23%. The greatest accuracy (71.7%), without any
correction, was found using the Boersma algorithm, which
was originally developed for use in children.
A practical implication of the present analysis is the
division into 3 groups of locations around the mitral and
tricuspid annuli: a left-sided group, a group of locations at
risk of damaging the conduction system (AV block risk),
and a right free-wall group (Figure 1). On considering these
3 subgroups, the algorithms by Arruda and Boersma seem
to distinguish APs better than the one by Chiang (83.3%
and 84.1% vs. 67.5%). These results could be regarded as
discordant with previous studies [13, 14], which reported
that the algorithms developed in adults displayed low
accuracy in children. Nevertheless, we only included patients with a structurally normal heart, who have some
similar characteristics to adults with manifest ventricular
pre-excitation.
The most important implication of our analysis is that
integrating the 3 algorithms could dramatically improve
their predictive power. Indeed, while inter-algorithm
agreement in the study population ranged from good
to fair when all 3 algorithms were concordant in predicting the need (or not) for a left-sided (trans-septal or
retrograde aortic) access, their predictive power rose to
97.4% and 95.6%. Similarly, the risk of AV block, which is
considerable when the location of the pathway is right
anterior, anteroseptal, or mid-septal, can be predicted or
ruled out with 92.2% probability when the results of the
3 algorithms are integrated. This important finding could
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A

Left-sided AP
n = 120 (100%)

All algorithms identified AP
as left-sided
n = 38 (31.7%)

All algorithms identified AP
as non-left-sided
n = 45 (37.5%)

One algorithm identified AP
as left-sided
n = 24 (20.0%)

Algorithms concordant
n = 83 (69.1%)

Sites correctly identified
n = 80 (96.4%)

Two algorithms identified AP
as left-sided
n = 13 (10.8%)

Algorithms discordant
n = 37 (30.9%)

Sites not correctly identified
n = 3 (5.6%)

B

Risk of AV block
n = 120 (100%)

All algorithms identified AP
at risk of AV block
n = 18 (15.0%)

All algorithms identified
not at risk of AV block
n = 46 (38.3%)

Algorithms concordant
n = 64 (53.3%)

Sites correctly identified
n = 59 (92.2%)

One algorithm identified
at risk of AV block
n = 27 (22.5%)

Two algorithms identified
at risk of AV block
n = 29 (24.2%)

Algorithms discordant
n = 56 (46.7%)

Sites not correctly identified
n = 5 (7.8%)

Figure 3. A step-down approach based on the concordance of the algorithms in identifying both left-sided sites (A) and sites at risk of an
atrioventricular block (B)
Abbreviations: see Figure 1 and Table 3

help to plan accurately the procedure of ablation of the
accessory pathway in terms of selection of vascular access,
catheter choice, and the type of energy delivery. Moreover,
specific tools, such as echocardiographic monitoring and
anesthesiologist support, can be made promptly available
during the procedure. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the
improvement in prediction accuracy was not achieved by
adding a difficult or novel tool, but by using well-known algorithms that are already used in everyday clinical practice.
The proposed approach can be applied to a vast majority

38

of cases of pre-excitation where concordance between
algorithms is present, in our analysis 69% of cases.
In a recently published study, the authors claimed that
the inaccuracy of published algorithms for predicting accessory pathways in children was due to differences in ECG
parameters [14]. They proposed a new algorithm, which
was validated in a prospective cohort, to overcome the
limitations of the earlier algorithms in identifying septal
locations. However, while grouping together every septal
pathway (from anteroseptal to postero-septal) may reflect
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ECG vectors, it has a limited value when considering the
practical need for a left-sided approach and the risk of AV
block in small-sized pediatric patients.
The simple and powerful added value of combining
more than one algorithm to predict pathway location could
also help to guide therapeutic indications and discussion
with parents during electrophysiological consultation.
Since the possible implications (malignant arrhythmias)
and adverse events related to an accessory pathway ablation could be devastating, a good precision in planning
and estimating the procedural risk is more than important.
Moreover, this has become more relevant in the recent
era, when a lower threshold for prophylactic ablation is
considered by some electrophysiologists [19].
Indeed, when discussing the indications for EPS and
ablation with the parents/caregivers of a young child, it
is important to provide them with a clear description of
the procedure, an estimate of its duration, and its possible complications. In addition, the availability of a more
detailed plan of ablation could be very useful, even to
expert operators, when dealing with children of small size
and low weight.
This study has some limitations. Its retrospective
nature makes any conclusion driven by this analysis
hypothesis-generating. Therefore, prospective data are
needed in the future to strengthen the feasibility and
accuracy of the proposed integrated approach. Patients
with multiple accessory pathways were excluded given
the reported inaccuracy of multiple non-invasive methods
in locating more than one accessory pathway. Secondly,
the gold standard used for AP location was the site of
ablation, which, in children, offers less accurate spatial discrimination than other methods, such as autopsy or direct
visualization during open-heart surgery. Patients were
treated with radiofrequency or cryo-ablation according
to operator preference, and this may result in a different
risk of damage to cardiac structures; however, the study
is limited to algorithms accuracy, and no complications
were reported. Moreover, different numbers of possible
locations and differences in the nomenclature of regions
around the AV-valvular-annuli make the comparison
between algorithms liable to some assumptions and inherent errors. However, Table 1 details how we overcame
these peculiarities. Moreover, for this reason, grouping
accessory pathways into 3 different regions seems to be
an attractive approach. Another limitation can be the
choice of the 3 algorithms we used in the study, these
are surely not all published in this field, but we believe
that a more inclusive approach could be misleading, and,
therefore, we selected the 3 as a reference and proved
higher accuracy than observed in previous studies. The
last limitation of the proposed method is the fact that
it is applicable only if the concordance of the 3 referred
algorithms is achieved. In our study, the algorithms concordance was found in 69% of cases — a vast majority of
the study population.

CONCLUSIONS
In our multicenter experience involving a pediatric population, an aggregated prediction score based on 3 reference
algorithms yielded a high level of precision in predicting an
accessory pathway location. This approach could be used to
safely plan invasive procedures and to target ablation sites
and may be a valuable alternative to a single-algorithm
prediction strategy.
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